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Queens, NY (November 21, 2012) – Super middleweight contender Will “Power” Rosinsky of
Queens, NY makes his return to the ring Wednesday, December 19 when he faces battle tested
contender Otis “Triple OG” Griffin in an eight round featured bout at the Roseland Ballroom in
New York City.

The winner of Oscar De La Hoya’s “Next Great Champion” TV series, Griffin’s fought some of
the top fighters in and around the light heavyweight division including Marcus Oliveira, Yusaf
Mack, Danny Green, Jesse Brinkley, Shawn Hawk, Cedric Agnew and Jeff Lacy. The
Sacramento, CA native, who played pro football prior to boxing, knocked out former world
champion Byron Mitchell in 2010 and has wins over 4 undefeated opponents.

“I’m thrilled about this because his team made numerous inquiries about fighting me,” stated
Rosinsky, who works full-time as an EMT for the FDNY. “He’s a very experienced fighter who
lost some controversial decisions against world class opponents. Against me, there will be no
controversy because the judges won’t be needed!”

Rosinsky, who is amongst the most popular fighters in the New York area, has an excellent
16-2 professional ledger with 9 wins by way of knockout. The 2005 United States Amateur titlist
holds impressive wins over Aaron Pryor Jr., Zane Marks and Yasin Rashid. In October 2011,
Rosinsky fought on a national stage for the first time, dropping a controversial decision to
top-notch Edwin Rodriguez on Showtime.

In his most recent bout, Rosinsky lost a gutsy decision to former undisputed middleweight
champion Kelly Pavlik on HBO. Against Pavlik, the popular New Yorker recovered from a flash
knockdown to open a cut below Pavlik’s left eye, but ultimately dropped a competitive ten round
decision.

“I’m looking forward to returning to the Big Apple,” said Rosinsky, who fought 15 of his 18 bouts
in New York City. “I’ve had many good memories here and I’m putting the work in during my
training to make sure that the fans will enjoy a great fight on the 19 th .”

Tickets are available on Teamfighttowalk.com. All tickets purchased will be available at the will
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call window on fight night under the credit card holder’s name.
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